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Rephrasing modal verbs exercises worksheets worksheet 2 pdf

We mustn't come late today. Must not has a different meaning. Modal verbs exercises + PDF worksheets Exercises with answers: Can, may, must, mustn't, needn't Modal verbs exercise 1 | Modal verbs exercise 2 Rewrite sentences and keep the same meaning. It means a strong recommendation. Next Visiting Canada Regulations Previous Modal
Verbs of Advice Worksheet This song can be used to teach past modals. Must is used for strong obligations. I used this worksheet with pre-intermediate students as a warmer. Next Cultural Differences - Reading Comprehension Previous Song Worksheet: Hall of Fame I have a group of 10 girls who love Justin Bieber and his songs, so I've chosen this
song to introduce the modal verb "Should". Next Modal Verbs of Advice Worksheet Roxette - It must have been love. The opposite of must is need not. 3. I hope so. Previous Can Zoo Animals Sing? You needn't wash up. Previous Giving advice: I Think you should This worksheet is designed to be used within the context of a theme on zoo animals for an
elementary (grade 2) classroom. (informal spoken English) Must - Need not 1. Short but really helpful to make your test quite differe ... Groups can eventually compare their ide ... The laws must be respected. English grammar tests PDF Marked grammar tests with keys. Suitable for pairwork or groupwork. Next Save The World [Reading] Previous In
Other Words. May is more formal than can. Must, Have to, Mustn't, Needn't - Modal verbs exercises PDF Compare these modal verbs in exercises with answers. Viewing all 454 articles First Page ... She is a nice girl. We can go to the seaside at last. It is personal, because it expresses the speaker's opinion or will. - No, he can't. Next Advice Please!
You Should! Previous Save The World [Reading] This worksheet has listening comprehension exercises. There is a vocabulary activity followed by advisability and speculation about the past. Can - Be allowed to worksheets (PDF) 'Can' vs 'be allowed to' in PDF exercises to download. Last Page Useful worksheet. We use it to show the certainty of the
speaker. The main difference between may and can is in style. You may borrow my car. Can he speak English fluently? Student fill in the blanks according to what they hear then discuss the love story presented in the song. It focuses on the Present Simple forms of the verbs ‘to be’, ‘can’ and ‘to like’ including positive and negative f ... Can - Can't Modal verbs exercises PDF Positive, negative and question forms. Index of contents Video: modal verbs Writing Argumentative Essays Articles Letters and Emails More Links English News Articles Privacy Policy Viewing all 454 articles First Page ... Of course it can be us ... It can be used as a warmer for Halloween, as it contains references from an
80's horror film, The Evil Dead, or as a review for verbs such as present perfect, present, and past modals could ... Actually my aim was to revise the topic sentence and supporting sentences. Next Giving advice: I Think you should Previous Advice Please! You Should! This is a 2-page worksheet for intermediate students on modal verbs.The first page
is basically just a grammar guide with simple explanations and example sentences and the second page has 3 activities in which students are asked to complete the sentenc ... It can be used individually, in pa ... It is used to express prohibition that involves the speaker's will. Next Can Zoo Animals Sing? Before you give this exercise you can make a
hot potato with the sentences from exercise 2,then you can give them the worksheet and they will practice abilities ( can and can't ) , word order , error recognition, and in the end the students will ... I won't need it. Modal Verbs Gap fill activity using the song Everlong by The Foo Fighters. It expresses the permission to do something. It can also lead
to a discussion on love and how some people value what they had once they no longer have .The song is nice and easy to follow. It is used to express the ability to do something. I want to be healthy. / I don't think you should.... It is an elementary level and it includes vocabulary connected to household chores. Next Song Worksheet: Cinema by Benny
Benassi Previous Song Worksheet: Everlong by Foo Fighters This text is about how to stop global warming. It's the best film I've ever seen. They can practise modal verbs such as can, can't, should, may, might in their present and perfect forms. Page 6 Page 7 Page 8 Page 9 Page 10 ... Previous Basic Grammar and Vocabulary Drilling A2 level and
Intermediate Song activity.Practise listening skills and complete the worksheet by filling the gaps and ordering the sentences. Or the teacher will be very angry. Grammar rules with examples: English grammar PDF We use modal auxiliary verbs can, may, must in the English language for various meanings - ability, possiblity, probability, certainty,
permission, prohibition, obligation, opinion, speculation, etc. Next Song Worksheet: What Could Have Been Love by Aerosmith ( Past Modals) This is a worksheet for revising modal verbs of advice at pre-intermediate level.There's a brief explanation followed by an activity in which students are asked to fill in the blank spaces with the appropriate
modal verb.The answer key is included. Can, May, Must, Have to - Modal verbs exercises PDF Mixed modal verbs in positive and negative forms. We cannot sing at all! 2. The sheet is suitable for beginners and pre intermediate students. (can, could, be able to, have to, don't have to, needn't have done, must, mustn't, should, ought to, had better, be
supposed to, may, might, Hope you'll find it useful!! Need the answers? Can - Be able to 'Can' compared with 'be able to' in all tenses (online exercises and grammar rules). They must be at school by now. It expresses the possibility to do something. There's also a brief sentence comprehension matching exercise.Students listen to the song first and
then comple ... Can - Be able to worksheets (PDF) 'Can' compared with 'be able to' in all tenses (PDF exercises). Can - Be allowed to 'Can' vs 'be allowed to' (exercises with answers and grammar rules with examples). It's a lesson prepared for 1 hour 15 minutes and contains a warm up, vocabulary, reading comprehension a ... I hope you and your
students enjoy it! Next Modal Verbs Intermediate Worksheet Previous Song Worksheet: Cinema by Benny Benassi This worksheet is for students to practise giving friendly advice. Can 1. It could be used for practising types of films or introducing the topic of films. It can be John. It can be used whe ... The opposite of may is must not or may not. Send
me an email at: [email protected] Comment and rate ;) English Exercises > modals exercises Welcome to ESL Printables, the website where English Language teachers exchange resources: worksheets, lesson plans, activities, etc. Next Song Worksheet: That should be Me by Justin Bieber Previous Past Modal Verbs This is a worksheet to work with
the song "Hall of fame" by The Script.They are simple activities because the song is not complex.I recommend to use the video to talk about what the song is about.Further debates could be proposed for advanced learners. Last Page Next Song Worksheet: Everlong by Foo Fighters Previous Modal Verbs Elementary Worksheet This is a rephrasing
worksheet about Modal Vebs designed for Intermediate and Upper-Intermediate students. Our holidays start next week. It is used to express probability or prediction. Modal verbs exercise 3 | Modal verbs exercise 4 Complete sentences with modal verbs. Next Basic Grammar and Vocabulary Drilling Previous Cultural Differences - Reading
Comprehension This is a test I´ve created to check the knowledge of usage of modal verbs: have to, must, can and might. (more polite, very formal) - You can't smoke here. Modal verbs Exercises with answers PDF worksheets with keys Grammar rules with examples English grammar books PDF PDF book 1: English tenses exercises PDF book 2:
English grammar exercises PDF book 3: English grammar rules Read more about English grammar books PDF on e-grammar.org. He has blond hair and he is wearing glasses. Modal verbs exercise 5 Choose correct answers (multiple choice). Next Song Worksheet: Hall of Fame Help students gain practice with past modal verbs! This worksheet for
intermediate students gives both introductory information and follow-up exercises about using modal verbs to speculate about the past, express regret or give advice. English grammar worksheets PDF All PDF exercises on e-grammar.org. PDF worksheets with answers: Free printable worksheets to download. They may call tomorrow. May I smoke
here? I can swim very well. We use it to say that something is probable. We make the passive voice with a verb + be + past participle: This can be done. - No, you can't, I'm sorry. There is a small description and then some tips to help stopping the global warming.I asked text questions. Next Song Worksheet: It Must've Been Love ( Advisability and
Speculations) Previous Song Worksheet: When I Was Your Man by Bruno Mars Count and Spell English Numerals 1-10With this PowerPoint presentation you can learn, teach or review cardinal numbers.Each slide in the presentation includes a number timeline.This presentation is for all ages and skill levels (beginners, elementary, ... You must go
there. It´s useful to use the video too as it provides more detai ... - You mustn't smoke here. 4. Note Normally, these modal auxiliary verbs are not used in different tenses. And do it right now! 2. May 1. Can is typical of spoken English. The sheet is an oral activity where students discuss the different activities that animals can do. Must - Mustn't Modal verbs exercises PDF Practise modal verbs of obligation. The emphasis is to get student ... Previous Modal Verbs Intermediate Worksheet A set of 20 cards with various problems. You can marry her. 2. Students are supposed to think of a piece of advice for each, using the structure "I think you should... Next Modal Verbs Test ( Must, Have to,
Can, Might) Previous Song Worksheet: That should be Me by Justin Bieber This worksheet can be used with pre-intermediate students to work with communication, how people communicate and behave according to their culture. (strong prohibition) - You may not smoke here. It also deals with vocabulary through different activities such as gapfilling, unscramble words, order the words to make qu ... There's a key to make the teachers' job ... It's even humoro ... There are various situations and you need to give your friend appropriate advice. It's already 9 o'clock. He mustn't enter this room. The past tense of can is could, may and must, however, only have the present form. I must clean my
teeth. top You must see it. All the other tenses must be formed in a different way. I've already done it. It is used for permissions. Why not? Next Song Worksheet: When I Was Your Man by Bruno Mars Previous Modal Verbs Test ( Must, Have to, Can, Might) This animated Power Point presentation may prove a good grammar and vocabulary drilling for
starters. Our collection is growing every day with the help of many teachers. It is dangerous. If you want to download you have to send your own contributions. Practise modal verbs by rephrasing 20 sentences.
14/05/2022 · A collection of English ESL worksheets for home learning, online ... We'd like to share this worksheet here. audio link. https: ... 77,182 Downloads . WE USE MODAL VERBS TO EXPRESS - MIND MAP. By lesleymisano This mind map shows students what modals are used to express. A colour code helps to identify the different uses of
each ... 14/05/2022 · A collection of English ESL worksheets for home learning, ... Sts group the verbs (regular, irregular), 2) complete the sentences wit... 73,985 Downloads . Past simple regular verbs reading. ... modal verbs and some vo... 60,562 Downloads . Past simple: all forms. By gloenglish In this section you can find activities for all four
conditionals. With 658 current worksheets, there are a lot to choose from but you can select the specific conditional you are teaching to see worksheets relating only to that conditional.This will make your search a bit easier. For a study guide and quiz on the four conditionals use this worksheet.
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